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Art & Inspiration

Trapeze is a dynamic Greek company, which relies on the collaboration of 

international artists with local production teams to produce and market 

limited edition art collections printed on cushions. Based on romance 

and inspiration, Trapeze cushions light up the space, connecting art with 

the everyday pleasures of life.

Creativity leads to human connection and art strengthens morale, 

especially in times of uncertainty. That's why at Trapeze we work every day 

with vision, ingenuity and the belief in the importance of fostering bonds 

with the artists and giving back to our own community threw our donation 

programme.

Art for unique spaces

Our goal is for our cushions to be found in unique and special spaces and 

to fit harmoniously with them. Boutique hotels, villas, yachts, decoration 

shops or bars - restaurants are places that can host us and offer your 

customers this special touch of quality.

The designs are unique, by artists from different countries, but also 

unique in terms of their aesthetics and the materials used.

They will certainly be able to highlight the spaces, modern or classic, but 

also make everyday life more pleasant for them.



SUMMER POP COLLECTION

During Summer in Greece the senses 
wake up

The sea, the warm afternoons, some 

hidden looks, the walks on the seaside, 

small daily pleasures full of flavors, 

colors and light that compose the recipe 

of inspiration for this collection.

SAILINGDREAM BOAT



FRUIT SALAD

WATERMELLON

POMEGRANATE

ORANGE



SUMMER POP COLLECTION

VIGILIA I

VIGILIA III

VIGILIA IV

VIGILIA II



FIORE DI ROCCIA

SYNTHESIS I

SYNTHESIS II

SMALL PEBBLE BLUE



BAJA BLUES COLLECTION

FLOWOYSTERA

MARIPOSA

INSPIRED BY THE MAGIC OF THE

   BAJA CALIFORNIA SUR

The collection was named during a cocktail party at sunset in 

Baja, watching the sun set over the Pacific Ocean. The blue & 

white designs are equally at home in the Mediterranean and 

the beautiful seas of Greece

…DEEP ROOTS AND ANCIENT WHISPERS



BLUE BIKINI

PISCES

BLUE MUSE

ANTONIO



BAJA BLUES COLLECTION

NAUTILUS I

NAUTILUS II

TORSO

ANCORA



NAUTILUS III

BLUE FABULA GAVIOTA

PALMERA



Summer stories with touches of romance

AL FRESCO COLLECTION

PAULINE
NAUTICO

DELPHINE BENJAMIN



OTTILE

MADELEINES

MADAME BUTTERFLY

MIMOZA



LARA ORANGE

LARA OCRE
LARA BLUE

HEART WAVE

JULIETE

LARA PINK



Wholesales

Request our catalog or download the 
electronic file from our website

See the designs and collections, book an 
appointment with our associates to see the 

fabric sampler too

and then you are ready to order.

Special prices for large orders or for 
resellers who will have them on their 

premises.

Our goal is to beautify your space and to have 
a collaboration of years with the renewal of 

our designs and new collections.

Orders and questions
at: sales@lumen-art.gr

Tel. orders:  +30 697 218 9998

www.trapeze.design



NIPPLE MUSE

BIKINI

BACHELOR COLLECTION

“Our memory runs very fast in my brain,

adrenaline, endorphins chasing each other like lovers with-

out remorse,

I run in my veins and do not find release…

It is a sweet torment to remember and I long for oblivion

I close the colors and construct the past in black and white.

I make it as complicated as a gate of beautiful wrought iron,

I add elegant columns and plant aromatic honeysuckle to 

climb everywhere”



KISS JAZZ

FINGERTIPS FIGURA

FOX



BACHELOR COLLECTION

CAVALIER

FABULA
CUPIDO

BODYSCAPE



NIVENS

NARCISSA

FEMME FATALE

DEAR DEER
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